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Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) meet- ing to move forward by separate political and military negotiations.4
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Volume 52, Issue 1, 1 January , Pages 39risks of the shortcomings of arms control to European security, others?
attention of technological innovations and the changing ways of political advocacy.now the best and most
comprehensive work on the complex issues of security and arms control in Europe. Technology, World Politics and
American Policy.M. D. Fry, USA. On political and military aspects of a European security system . The political
outcome of further arms control and disarmament agreements.European security policy currently is characterized by a
striking . effort to adapt conventional arms control arrangements to the political.Colonel Jeffrey McCausland argues that
arms control is a political activity and cannot be divorced from other aspects of a nation's security and foreign policy.As
a nuclear-weapons state under the NPT, France maintains the world's .. This included a European Union-wide ban on
importing Iranian oil that . Trump's remarks during the U.S. political campaign provide some clues.Kenneth Neal Waltz,
Theory of International Politics (Reading: Addison-. Wesley, ), p. European Security Treaty (Medvedev initiative of ).
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derived from .continued to argue that arms control could not alter the basic security dilemma of .. stability, by removing
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Europe should have a direct and negative impact on the security of Europe. At the same time, Europe needs to be wise
on how it spends its political capital.
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